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• Senior T. A. Born before 1935 (in 1934 and Before):

We collected and posted 32 T. A. in this group as shown in the link below:


• Other Unique Groups of Taiwanese American Ethnic Group:

We are interested in collecting information for following unique groups:
1. In the Blacklist of Taiwan Government
2. Relatives of Taiwan 228 Incident
3. Return to Mother Country (Taiwan) for Second Career
4. Young Students and Single Parent Families

• Exhibition Room for the Summer Conferences Sponsored by Taiwanese American Organizations in the Past Five Decades:

We want to collect and display as many as possible for the historical important event of T. A. community. If you are the coordinator for one of the summer conferences, please donate your communication and preparative documents to us.

• The Book of Publications by the T. A. Individuals and Organizations:

We have collected the following publications in this book:
1. 834 Books (Different titles, in Hanji and English)
2. 192 Magazines (Collected Many Issues of Some Magazines)
3. 73 Newsletters (Paper Form, Collected Many Issues of Some Newsletters)
4. 64 E-Newsletters (Collected Many Issues of Some E-Newsletters)
5. 19 Newspapers & E-Newspapers (Have a Complete Collection of Taiwan Tribune. But, We Need Your Help for Collecting The Missing Issues of Other Newspapers).

• Who’s Who:
We have collected the bio-information of 2,212 Taiwanese Americans. Hope you can support us with your friends’ and your bio-information with the use of the form in the link below:

http://taiwaneseamericanhistory.org/blog/2212-blank-bio-form/

A word file of this form is at the bottom of this form. You can also e-mail your bio-information to us. We will prepare it for your approval first before posting.

- Portrait Painting of Outstanding T. A. Collected in August 2019:

  ![George Chen and the Mars Project by Hsiu-fang Liu](image)

- Donations Collected in August 2019:

  1. Two Large Cartons Containing Books, Magazines, Documents, Newsletters, CD, etc. by Dr. & Mrs. M. H. Wang/IL
  2. One Magazine & One Hand Bag of TAC/WC by Prof. J. Wang/Utah
  3. One Book by Dr. H. Chao/CA
  4. Two Program Books (2018 & 2019) of Music Concerts by Mrs. P. Chen/NY
  5. Three Program Books of Taiwan Night 2019 Concert by TCC/MD

- Progress in August 2019:

  We collected 133 new entries in August. The total number of entries is 8864.

- Volunteers Needed:

  Need volunteers to organize books in the T. A. Archives library and also prepare for publishing the book of “Publications”. The library is in Irvine/CA.

  **E-mail Address:** taarchivescenter@gmail.com